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Progress is
impossible
without
change,
and those who
cannot change
their minds
cannot change
anything.
~ George Bernard Shaw
WISE Board, Staff, and Volunteers in 2010 in front of WISE Program Center

WISE: 50 Years and Still Going Strong
Cindy Heath

We love change here at
Greater Good Media!
Please contact us with any and
all changes you wish we would
make to our content, publishing
frequency, online presence…
whatever changes you would like
to see happen to your community,
good-news-only publication.
Here’s to an inspired 2022!

W

hen a small but committed group of ‘Founding Mothers’
started WISE 50 years ago as a women’s career and parenting
resource center – email, floppy disks, and pocket calculators had
just been invented. Also in 1971, women could not own credit
cards or purchase property. And the concept of gender-based
violence was not part of any community conversation: it would
take decades for this to change. Yet the pioneering WISE founders
began hearing and believing women’s stories of sexual and
domestic violence at home and at work and took the courageous
step to act on those stories. Fifty years later, the next generation
of WISE staff, volunteers, and board members is still providing a
haven for people who suffer from gender-based violence, offering
support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

How does an organization successfully sustain this kind of
challenging and important work for 50 years? According to long
time Executive Director Peggy O’Neil, WISE has continued to
evolve with the times, and is fueled by the remarkable dedication
and commitment of everyone involved in the organization. “Fifty
years is a long time, and one reason for our staying power is that
the most amazing people come together – donors, volunteers,
survivors, staff, board members – to address this issue and try to
make a difference. From the 70s to 2021, people in very difficult
situations have reached out and they know they can trust us with
their stories.”
Past Board Chair and WISE strategic advisor Lizann Peyton
echoes Peggy’s sentiments. “One reason WISE is so successful is
that the staff and board have always thought powerfully about
Continued on page 24

John Fenley: Igniting Hope in Others
Virginia Dean

I

John and his mother selling quilt raffle tickets at the 7-year anniversary event

f there is one philosophy that Lebanon
resident John Fenley lives by, it is that
which was imparted to him by his parents
years ago.
“My mother taught me that you have to have
faith and fight and persevere through the hard
moments in life,” says John. “She has shown me
what it means never to give up. And my father
taught me that you can achieve your dreams if
you work hard.”

For John, these words have had significant
meaning considering his diagnosis of a craniopharyngioma brain tumor at age three which
required five surgeries to successfully remove.
And although the resulting brain injury created
obstacles, he strives to define himself by his
abilities rather than his disabilities.
“My brain tumor has affected my life in
countless ways, but I have never allowed it to
define my life,” says John. “People of a
pessimistic mindset would say it’s so unfair that
Continued on page 20

Editor’s Note:
The Lebanon Times is delivered to your
mailbox each quarter. No subscription or
payment is necessary. It’s our privilege to
bring you all the good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma Bank,
makes this possible. We’re pleased to have its continued support behind our community
publication.

Mascoma Bank Celebrates Its Employees

M

ost will concur that the greatest asset for any business or organization are its
employees. In our current economic climate, with many businesses
struggling to find enough help to keep their doors open, this is particularly true.
Having a positive working environment to attract and retain employees is
something Mascoma Bank has always stressed, and the results show.
“Today, we are a growing team of nearly 400 employees dedicated to serving
the needs of our communities,” says Jen Ellms, Senior Talent Management
Business Partner for Mascoma. “As one of the first banks to become a Certified
B Corporation, every year we measure our progress toward having a positive
impact on all our stakeholders, including team members, community, customers,
and the environment.”
Serving the Upper Valley community has always been a hallmark of Mascoma
Bank. “Mascoma Bank strives to be a force for positive change,” says Ellms.
To that end, employees are encouraged to take part in volunteer efforts with
numerous community and civic organizations. “(Employees) can be paid for up
to 16 hours of volunteering annually,” says Ellms. In addition, “We match

financial donations made by (employees) to eligible non-profits, up to $300 per
calendar year,” she says.
Whether it’s volunteering on a needed home repair project, such as installing
a wheelchair ramp, stocking shelves at a local food bank, or serving up a
community breakfast for a local cause, teams of Mascoma Bank employees can be
found putting forth the needed labor.
Though the Covid situation disrupted many workforces, Mascoma Bank
weathered the storm well. Many bank employees had to change their regular
tasks in order to adjust to the changing needs of clients and customers throughout
the epidemic. This resilience paid off, as bank operations continued to match the
clients’ changing needs. For example, electronic banking took on greater
emphasis for customers. Many employees adapted to working from home during
this time, finding that beneficial in many cases. This led to Mascoma recruiting
some new positions nationwide, allowing an IT specialist in say Denver, to remain
in that city while working for Mascoma Bank. Adapting to changing needs and
circumstances is what allows businesses and organizations to grow and thrive.
In the end, being able to grow and expand in the job, while having an impact
is of upmost importance to most employees. In that regard, “We’re committed to
career mobility and professional development,” says Jen Ellms.
Having a diverse workforce is important, says Ellms. “We are a better, smarter,
and more innovative bank when we welcome different perspectives, experiences,
and approaches. We understand that this focus will position us to provide our
customers with products and solutions that best meet their needs.” n
~ Frank Orlowski
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WE ARE
HIRING!
TOP FIVE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1

Employee health, dental, vision, life, and
short-term disability insurance**

2

Career advancement opportunities
and tuition reimbursement

3

20% discount on your groceries
and most auto repairs

4

Four weeks paid time off**

5

FLEXIBLE scheduling available

>>

Jobs
starting a
t

15 /hr

$

And Many More!
** Full-Time Employees (30 hrs min. per week )

Apply in Person or Online

coopfoodstore.coop/employment

Lebanon | Hanover | White River Junction | Wilder | Norwich

A S S O C IATE PU BL ISH E R ’ S N OT E

Winter
Term
2022

Give Change A Chance
I

n this issue, CityScapes illustrates the efforts of the town’s representatives and
officials to modernize the city. They’re not just doing so for glitz and glamor, or
the latest fads and trends; they are doing so to better serve you, to answer your
questions and solve problems as swiftly and efficiently as possible; all while
improving the look and feel of the city. The streets are cleaner. The bike and
pedestrian paths are more connected. The music scene continues to flourish and
grow. The city is producing more artists and educators.
In this day and time when many people are trying to find and establish a home
in a new place, an adopted country, or small town and community like Lebanon,
we all want to feel like we belong.
Change can be unsettling to some and a source of excitement for others. Life
often reminds us that change truly is the only constant. So, let’s come together
and welcome it as a community. This does not mean that we need to abandon
what we hold dear from our past. Change can augment and enrich us when we
are open to it.
The History of Colburn Park on page 8 shows us where we were, where we’ve
come from. CityScapes on pages 13-16 illustrates where we are and where we are
going. And with How They Met on page 17, we meet new residents feeling right
at home in Lebanon.
Thank you, Lebanon.
Happy Holidays from all of us at Greater Good Media.

Registration
is open!
Photo by Tom Urgo

Scan this code to register
to receive a $10 discount*
on any Winter Term 2022
course!

~ Chris H. Hadgis

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Dartmouth
1 Court Street, Suite 380, Lebanon, NH 03766
(603) 646-0154 · osher@dartmouth.edu · osher.dartmouth.edu

Route 12A, West Lebanon

W22L

*This offer applies to one (1) registration for one
(1) course scheduled to take place during Osher
at Dartmouth's Winter Term 2022.
Call the Osher at Dartmouth office if you have any questions.

603·298·7805
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Two Maine Lobsters for a Wicked Cheap Price
Thursdays Only at Weathervane!

Art Direction and Design by Julie L. Johnston, JohnstonGraphicDesigner @ gmail.com
Printed by Stillwater Graphics in Williamstown, VT
on Rolland Opaque 30 with 30% post consumer fiber,
manufactured using biogas energy, with soy inks. Please share or recycle.

Please share
or recycle

$5 DOLLAR MARGARITAS
Colossal On The Rocks House Margaritas
$5.00 All Day, Every Day!

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS

Apply online at www.weathervaneseafoods.com
or stop into the restaurant anytime and ask for the manager.
Enjoy an appetizer on us when you come in to fill out an application!
LT

ONE FREE FRIED

APPETIZER

Good for one fried appetizer (value up to $9.99) when you apply for a position at the West Lebanon Weathervane.
No substitutions. Limit one free appetizer per applicant. May not be duplicated. No cash value. EXPIRES 12/10/21
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What Is the Alexander Technique?

T

he Alexander Technique
is a set of skills for stress
management, pain relief and
performance enhancement.
There are many ways in
which the Alexander
Technique can help people,
and through a variety of
different situations. This is
because the technique is not
a symptom-based method but
rather cause oriented.
You may have heard of
tennis elbow or tech neck or
maybe mother’s hip. These
types of repetitive stress issues
occur when we stop paying
attention to what we are
doing. We might think our
bodies are working automatically, and as we go about our

day, we become unaware of
our body’s position. Posture
has a significant influence on
our daily life. Daily routines
and work-related actions
cause us to move in a certain
way affecting our posture.
We all have different bodies
and how we sit, stand, and
walk is dependent on many
things. How we sit or stand
also affects our posture.
These are things we do every
day without thinking about
it. This posturing slips into
our unconscious behavior
creating unintended issues.
The simple skills you gain
through the Alexander
Technique, allow you to
maintain a better body

Th e Al ex a n d e r Te c h n i q u e
is a s e t o f s k i lls f or s t r e s s
m an a g e m en t , p a i n r e li e f a n d
perf o rm a n c e e n h a n c e me n t

position a nd post ure
throughout your day. This in
turn allows your breathing
and nervous system to
function more effectively,
reducing stress and often
leading to a better night’s
sleep.
In 2020, the CDC
suggested 25% of adults over a
3-month period were treated
for lower back pain. The
British Medical Journal in
2008 (2008:337: a884)
published a study which
concluded that 24 sessions in
the Alexander Technique
had a significant reduction in
back pain. 21 days of pain
were reduced to 3 days but
most importantly, people
continued to have beneficial
ef fects on pain and
functioning 12 months later
and beyond. The Alexander
Technique can be used
therapeutically, or you can
learn how to apply the skills

THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE MOVEMENT CENTER
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for yourself. It is a portable
skill that can be used at any
time, or anywhere, with no
specific exercises.
The Alexander Technique
is recognized throughout the
performing arts industry as a
necessary part of training
and injury prevention. It is
used to help enhance
performance skills on and off
stage. Performance enhancement is not just limited to
actors and musicians.
Athletes use the technique
to help enhance performance
skill and prevent injury.
A lex a nder
Te ch n ique
teachers have been a part of
the US and UK Olympic
swimming teams for over 10
years now. And in 2011 in
Cincinnati OH, a small pilot
study was made looking at
the impact of Alexander
Technique on surgeons
during certain surgical
procedures.

www.atthinkup.com

Jennifer Sielicki

My name is Jennifer
Sielicki. I am an AMSAT
Cer tified
Alexa nder
Technique Teacher. I work
with many people from varied
backgrounds and for a variety
of reasons. I offer individual
and group classes in Lebanon
and Hanover. Inquiries can
be made to me via email at
naturalpoise@gmail.com or
you can visit my website
www.atthinkup.com. n

917-703-2057
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Dartmouth Hitchcock News: Covid-19 Vaccinations Update
Virginia Dean

W

ith variants of the Covid-19 virus still looming,
members of Upper Valley Public Health
Emergency Preparedness continue to stay vigilant
and alert. They are updating vital public health
information to maintain equity of services, particularly those that promote protective health such as
vaccinations, safe housing, and environmental safety.
The UV PHEP organization looks at the health care
systems that serve the community in emergencies
such as hospitals, clinics, and emergency medical
services, and ensures that these institutions have
robust plans that are adaptable and scalable to
emergencies, and that they are prepared to serve their
community in times of need.
Currently, the organization has focused on its
efforts on Covid-19 vaccinations and school-based
flu clinics during October and November. The
clinics have evolved over the last several months
from working with partners in order to identify
vulnerable populations and equitable vaccine distribution, to connecting with schools, businesses, and
other community initiatives to vaccinate the
population.
“With ongoing efforts from local hospitals,
pharmacies, and the state mobile van, we’ve evolved
our efforts in a collaborative way to reach as many
people as possible to include homebound individuals
who may not be able to drive or leave their home,”
said Anna Hullinger, Public Health Emergency
Preparedness Coordinator, Upper Valley Medical
Reserve Corps Co-Coordinator, and member of the
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Community Health
Improvement Department.

The organization now supplies all three types of
vaccines to members of the Upper Valley community.
However, as of now, Pfizer is the only one approved
for a booster shot for those who meet one of several
requirements. Those who were immunocompromised
are already eligible for a third dose as part of their
vaccination series.
“As the rollout continues, we’re still making efforts
for first and second doses for those 12 and older,” said
Hullinger. “Should Pfizer be available soon, efforts
will be made for community clinics for those 5 and
older. We’ve offered several clinics in schools and the
community to focus on all these groups and will
continue to do so for as long as it takes.”
The Upper Valley region covers approximately
44,000 people spanning 12 cities and towns.
Although “anything could happen with FDA
approval,” says Hullinger, members of the Public
Health Emergency Preparedness are hoping that the
next approval goes to 5 years and older.
“As we see clusters throughout Vermont and New
Hampshire, and hospitals at full capacity, our next
concerns will be focused on these groups and any
additional booster shots approved. We’re hoping that
Moderna will also be expanded to boosters, as a good
portion of those vaccination efforts by us include
front-line workers and vulnerable populations.”
The clinic functions well simply with Hullinger
and one other person, or they can set up a full
drive-thru clinic with a staff of 20.
“We have become very mobile and require very
little notice to make this happen,” said Hullinger.
“We rely heavily on our Medical Reserve Corps
volunteers who help both administratively and
clinically. We have a dedicated core of individuals in

Members of the Medical Reserve Corps at a vaccination table at a local
Brew Fest in downtown Lebanon at the Lebanon Common. Members
answered general vaccination questions and provided vaccines on the
spot for first or second doses.

our region who, with little notice, jump at the
opportunity to serve the community they live in.
This has helped us greatly over the last year in our
vaccination efforts.”
As the colder weather begins to set in, members of
the Public Health Emergency Preparedness will be
looking for indoor locations to set up clinics for
initial doses or boosters. Clinics have been held on
housing developments, food pantries, schools,
parking lots, farmers markets, and even a beer festival
at the Lebanon Common.
“We’ve also provided ads in newspapers for
upcoming clinics and radio spots,” said Hullinger.
“We get a lot of requests from places of employment as
it offers a central location for people to go. The best
part is we will even come back for a second dose!” n

When the 5+ age group rolls out, more clinics will be posted on the
Upper Valley All Together website www.uvalltogether.org and the
Upper Valley Public Health Council website www.uvpublichealth.org.

Members of the Medical Reserve Corps, Upper Valley All Together Substance Misuse, and the Lyme Emergency Management Director provided
information and vaccination efforts to the Lyme Wellness Festival.

“...we’ve evolved our efforts
in a collaborative way
to reach as many people
as possible to include
homebound individuals who
may not be able to drive
or leave their home.”

Proud sponsor of the ‘Good For You’ page.
dartmouth-hitchcock.org
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opening
dec. 6
WHO WE ARE

HOW WE HELP

106 NORTH MAIN ST.
WEST LEBANON

Rewards Checking
Personal Banking
Mortgages & Construction Loans
Business Banking Services
Adam Pippin, Megan Herschel, Broghan Eaton,
Ryan Tremblay, and Allison Childs

Commercial Loans

VISIT claremontsavings.com/westlebopening
US FOR UPDATES, OPENING WEEK GIVEAWAYS, AND MORE!

claremontsavings.com • 800-992-0316

L E BA NON H IST O RY

Colburn Park: More Than a Public Space, A Public Service
Edie Thys Morgan

L

ebanon’s Recreation Director Paul Coats scans
Colburn Park and says, “You don’t get settings
like this everywhere.” At 400 x 235 feet, Colburn
Park is not huge, but what might be no more than a
giant roundabout, is in fact the physical hub and
community anchor of Lebanon’s compact downtown.
This was never more apparent than in the summer of
2021, when Covid weary citizens took to the park for
escape, diversion, and connection.
Coats first discovered New England while hiking
the Appalachian Trail in 1998. When he returned
home and saw a job opening for a recreation
coordinator in Lebanon, he went for it. Since then,
he’s been instrumental in the evolution of the park
and the activities it hosts. Many of them may be new,
but the little park’s ability to serve the community in
a big way is a long-standing tradition.
The area that is now Colburn Park was given to
the town by Robert Colburn, on the condition that it
become the site for the town meetinghouse. Over
time two turnpikes converged in the park, and in
1839, the town voted to move the meetinghouse to
the present-day Lebanon City Hall.
In 1849, the State of New Hampshire agreed to
route the turnpikes around the common, thus opening
the opportunity to make the common a proper park. It

Auction in the park, September 20, 1894

Croquet party (before 1868) shows the original meetinghouse on the site of today’s city hall.

was then graded and surrounded by the granite and
wrought iron fence which still stands. The roadways
became the four cross-park footpaths, and in 1884, the
common officially became “Colburn Park.”
The park was consistently used for town meetings
and auctions, speeches, celebrations, fairs and
gatherings. Nicole Ford Burley, curator of Lebanon’s
Historical Society says, “Colburn Park has had a
bandstand since at least the mid-19th century, and
concerts have always been regular occurrences.” Ford
Burley tracks the park’s use through pictures dating
back to the 1860s.
Pictures from 1910 show a crowded gathering of
horse and buggies and a lone automobile. Soon Model
T Fords filled the spaces around the park, their owners
shopping at the bustling shopping district along
Hanover Street. Photos from 1910 also show thick
bundles of utility lines hanging on telephone poles
around the park. Those were likely buried during the
Urban Renewal that Lebanon undertook after the

massive fire of 1964 destroyed the downtown shopping
area, and Hanover Street was converted to today’s
outdoor pedestrian mall.  
Jude Dutille grew up in Lebanon and works in the
downtown Lebanon jewelry store his family has
owned since 1959. Growing up, Dutille remembers
the summer fair in the park as a major social event.
His graduating class from Lebanon High had their
annual Alumni Day parade around the park, a
tradition that endures today. Having worked in the
store daily since 1981, he attests, “There’s more going
on in the park than there used to be."
Music remains the mainstay of events, anchored
by the Thursday night Front Porch Music Series
concerts that can draw up to 1000 people. A robust
Farmers Market runs from May through September
every Thursday 4 – 7pm, leading into the concerts.
For the past five years, Movie Screen on the Green
has offered outdoor movies every Friday in September.
The winter highlight is the long tradition of the

SMILE!
We asked
our patients...
What Makes
You Smile?
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Ingrid: “Laughter.”
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Heidi: “Chickens.”

Aksel: “Presents.”

Anders: “Swimming.”
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lighted Christmas tree, though Ford Burley notes that
during the 1920s, a part of the park was flooded each
winter to allow ice skating.
The fair may have stopped in the 90’s but a steady
uptick in annual festivals and special events at the
park include 4th of July festivities, the Food Truck
Fest in August, Lebanon Rotary Club’s Brew Fest in
September and LebFest: a joint venture between the
Recreation Department and the Upper Valley
Business Alliance to showcase local businesses.
The latest addition is the Lebanon Opera House
Nexus Music and Arts Festival. When all performances were canceled for the summer of 2020, Joe
Clifford, executive director of LOH envisioned and
created Nexus Fest. The three-day event featured
events and performances in three close venues – the
Lebanon Mall, a stage behind the Opera House and
Colburn Park. LOH also utilizes the park for “Silent
Disco” nights, where a DJ transmits music through
special glowing headphones.
Private businesses and municipal efforts have
collaborated to vitalize the area surrounding Colburn
Park. Coats points to the renovation of the Lebanon
Opera House in 2001, and the subsequent additions
of Salt Hill and Omer and Bob’s to Lebanon Mall
mainstays like Village Pizzeria and Three Tomatoes.
Lucky’s Coffee Garage has become a lively anchor
at the northeast corner of the park and Roger’s
House – the luxury hotel converted to senior housing
in 1970 – recently had a significant facelift.
Covid, and the suspension of expensive city
programs like the day camp and the pool, presented
an unusual opportunity to divert funds to park
improvements, like repaving the walkways to make
every part of the park accessible to all.
“Colburn Park really is the epicenter of the arts in

State fair in park (1873) shows the park’s first formal bandstand, and
iron lamp posts with watering troughs at the base for horses.

Colburn Park toward East Park Street, circa 1910

Lebanon,” says Clifford, noting the proximity of the
City Center Ballet, the AVA gallery, and the Upper
Valley Music Center. “I’m really proud of the city for
putting resources to it.”
Coats’ tenure has seen steady upgrades at the park,
from the modest but hugely popular play area to the
Little Free Library kiosk, to the upgraded electrical
outlets in and around the perimeter of the park. By
the time of publication, two new streetlights will be
installed, and with them, free town Wi-Fi.

Parking areas on the south side of the park that are
allocated for up to three food trucks offer more
options for park visitors, and opportunities for
entrepreneurs. Lalo’s Taqueria, a popular eatery on
the Lebanon Mall started out as a food truck on the
park, as did Phnom Penh Sandwich Station which
now has two permanent locations.
As with any well-trafficked park, healthy, vibrant
trees are both the greatest invitation and the greatest
ongoing challenge. When the native Elm trees died
off in the late 20th century, they were replaced by
hardier species, like the invasive red Norway maples
that thrive there today. The long-term plan is to
replace them with native trees.
Trees also figure into park lore. Dr Myrick Wood
who lived on S. Park St, is said to have chased down
the vandal who cut down the park’s former Christmas
tree. The current tree was dedicated to Wood in 2006,
with a plaque that stands guard next to it. Local war
veterans are honored at two monuments on either
side of the bandstand.
On a mild fall day, Amos Hoyt and Juliette King
have pulled their motorized scooters up to enjoy the
sun at a picnic table in the park. Hoyt lives across
the street at Roger’s House and Juliette King lives a
half mile away in Lebanon Towers. Hoyt comes to
the park two to three times a day in warm weather,
while King visits frequently. Both meet their
respective great grandchildren over by the
playground on occasion. When asked about their
favorite event in the park Hoyt answers without
hesitation: “All of them.” n

Learn more about Colburn Park at the Lebanon Historical Society
www.lebanonnhhistory.org. Reserve Colburn Park free for a group or
personal event at lebanonnh.gov

IN AN EMERGENCY,
CHOOSE ALICE PECK DAY
We hope you never have a health
emergency, but our Emergency Department
is ready 24/7/365 if you do. Patients choose
Alice Peck Day for high quality personal
care in an intimate setting.
Expect to be seen quickly by the same
Dartmouth-Hitchcock board-certified
providers who also deliver emergency
care at DHMC.

Photo taken pre-pandemic.
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Reveling Together Again: Christmas in Lebanon 2021
Molly D. Shimko

B

rian Cook, executive director of
Revels North, and his team are
finding innovative ways to bring
Christmas Revels to our community.
A part of our Upper Valley community
since 1975, the Christmas Revels
celebration made the move to the
Lebanon Opera House in 2019. Cook
and his team concocted the idea of a
heart-warming animated Revels film
for the 2020 season but were
determined to have an in-person
performance for 2021 and have
created a new conceptualization of
Revels to make that happen. “We see
this as another chance to reinvent
what we do. We feel like, let’s have
some fun with this. We don’t want to
let a little thing like a pandemic
interfere with a tradition that goes
back to 1975,” Cook said.
This year, Christmas Revels is
going to be a two-part extravaganza
with both an outdoor portion in
Colburn Park that will be free to the
public and ticketed events in the
Lebanon Opera House.
The outside portion of the program
will be, in Cook’s words, “classically
Revels,” and feature traditional
favorites such as Dona Nobis Pacem,
The Shortest Day recitation, and Lord
of the Dance. This program will
include two half-hour performances
daily of the festival at 4 and 5:30pm.
“All of the standards of the community
chorus and your Christmas Revels
will be there, and it will have
everything you expect year after year,
plus even more happening in the park
besides these performances, so we
hope it will be both familiar and
surprising,” Cook said. New pieces
will also be included, such as a hit
song from last year’s animated film

Eden MacAdam-Somer’s will weave a story with violin, vocals, and percussive
dance on the Friday evening of the festival

titled Julian of Norwich, better known
as Bells of Knowledge. Cook hopes the
free outdoor performance and festival
will prove welcoming to newcomers to
the Revels: “Hopefully it will be an
invitation to people who’ve never
tried Revels before to give it a shot.”
The indoor portion of the festival
in Lebanon Opera House will be a
series of different concerts by three
guest artists. “We wanted to capture
three performers – each very different
from the other and each exceptional
at what they do,” Cook said.
The Friday night performance will
feature Eden MacAdam-Somer, a
composer/performer/improviser who
weaves together violin, vocals, and
percussive dance. “[Eden’s] range of
interest and cultures is staggering,”
Cook said. A timely highlight of her
performance, Cook believes, will be
her knowledge of the music of
Afghanistan. “She’s traveled to
Afghanistan about six times in the
last 15 years and taught at the music
school in Kabul. So, she’s soaked in
Afghan music, and I anticipate that
will be part of her show.”

Classical tubist Dr. Richard Antoine White shares his incredible story and beautiful
music on Saturday, December 19

The Saturday performances feature
Dr. Richard Antoine White, a classical
tubist. His performance will present his
music and life story, which will include
a 30-minute documentary about his
journey from experiencing homelessness
in Baltimore to performing as a
world-renowned musician in prestigious
symphonies. White also has a personal
connection to the area as he grew up
with Revels North artistic director Nils
Fredland and his performance will
feature local musicians. “[White] is
coming at a really interesting time in
his career,” Cook said, “He just has an
amazing life story.”
Finally, Sunday will star Còig, one
of Atlantic Canada’s premier Celtic
quartets. Hailing from Cape Breton,
the three-time Lebanon Opera House
veterans are “right in the wheelhouse
of Revels” with their passionate performances of traditional and contemporary Celtic music. “This is in line
with what audiences have come to
expect from Revels in 45 years, so this
will be the familiar performance and
MacAdam-Somer and White will be
something new,” Cook said.

While the theme of this year’s
celebration is officially Lighted Candles
in the Winter Trees – a line from the
recitation The Shortest Day (a Revels
regular) – Cook and his compatriots
decided not to focus on a particular
cultural theme due to the new form of
the performance. “This unique
situation gave us the flexibility not to
focus on one particular culture. We’re
hoping that through this festival we
are able to capture the overall breadth
of interests, cultures, and traditions
that Revels likes to explore.”
For Cook, the Christmas Revels is
a family affair. From participating in
the show in 1981 as a child, to having
his children involved in the
performance between 2011 and 2017,
to acting as director beginning in
2019, Christmas Revels has been a
thread throughout Cook’s life. It was
his children’s participation in the
project that led to his becoming
executive director, Cook said.
Cook’s first year with Revels in
2019 ushered in the first performance
of the Christmas Revels in Lebanon
after making the trek over from

Led by Artistic Director Nils Fredlund, the Christmas Revels team prepares for their outdoor performance in a COVID-safe fashion by rehearsing at the CCBA pavilion in Lebanon.jpg
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Hanover where the show had been
performed since 1975. “The first show
did really well,” Cook said, “We were
delighted with both the Opera House
and the town and excited to establish
new roots in Lebanon. The Revels
community was excited about the
Lebanon Opera House.” Cook reports
hearing such remarks as: ‘It was so
much easier to get parking,’ and ‘We
had such a great meal at Three
Tomatoes or Salt Hill!’ “Our audience
immediately felt good about the new
home,” Cook said.
Cook is hoping this year’s festival
will continue to deepen the
connection with Lebanon and that
“the free outdoor portion downtown
will be an invitation for people in
town to come and give us a look,
whether it’s for the first time or the
first time in a long time.”
Even before moving to Lebanon,
Revels North has had ties to the town.
Erling Hystad, a member of the
Lebanon city council, has been
involved with Revels since the very
first show in 1975. Originally behind
the scenes, he became a performer
and will be in this year’s show.
Additionally, the Revels board
features Lebanon and West Lebanon
residents such as President Kim
Rheinlander, Treasurer Mandy
Spencer, and board member Karen
Zook, owner of Scratch Supply Co.
This year’s show also features a recent
Lebanon High School graduate, Sam
Clifton, who both attended Revels as
youngster and first performed in 2019:
“It was a great way for Revels to begin
a relationship with Lebanon as a
community, and the city has been
right by our side as we figured out our
plans for both last year’s efforts as well
as this year’s.” Several members also
work in the Lebanon community, in
the schools or Upper Valley Music
Center. “It’s pretty fun to have
Lebanon represented in all
generations,” Cook said.
Lebanon has also provided Revels
the flexibility to create an event they
may not have been able to do in
Hanover. “The ability to do what we

are doing is made possible by this
town. There are eight other cities who
perform the Christmas Revels and
we’re the only one trying to do
something this crazy. The reason we
can do it is the proximity of Lebanon
Opera House to Colburn Park and the
vibrant downtown that surrounds it.
This is only because of what Lebanon
has to offer.”
Cook is excited about continuing
to build the relationship with
Lebanon in the future. “The town
leadership is excited about the arts
and the culture commission is really
enthusiastic about us coming to town.”
Cook is eager to have “Lebanon
families get excited about this and
view this as their own.”  
Cook notes that Christmas Revels
is only possible through the support of
the community, such as with a grant
from the New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation and Mascoma Bank
underwriting the festival for the
fourth year in a row. He also
encourages folks to donate if they like
what Revels is doing and want to
support offering this to the
community for free. In addition to the
free outdoor performance, the indoor
ticket prices are reduced, and the
Saturday matinee will feature an $8
youth ticket.
Cook is most excited about making
this year’s festival as broadly available
to the public as possible and providing
the opportunity for people to gather
and celebrate. “I think being able to
get people back together in downtown
Lebanon this year will be a thrill for
all of us, because ultimately that’s
what this organization is about. It’s
about gathering the community to
celebrate.” n

The Christmas Revels Festival will be held on
December 17, 18, and 19 with free outdoor
performances in Colburn Park at 4pm and
5:30pm and activities, vendors, and artists from
3-7pm. Indoor performances at the Lebanon
Opera House are at 8pm on Friday, and 1:30 and
7:30pm on Saturday and Sunday. The outdoor
performances will be mask optional. LOH will be
seating at reduced capacity and requiring masks.

R
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Ricker Funeral Homes
& Crematory

Serving all faiths • Offering traditional and cremation services

David T. Ahern, Jr. • 603) 448-1568
info@rickerfuneralhome.com • www.rickerfuneralhome.com

LEBANON
School Street

ENFIELD
Route 4

55+ Independent Senior Living
Happy, Healthy & Hassel-Free!
Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Optional Dining, Living & Health Services
Vibrant Social Atmosphere
Call now to schedule a tour

603.640.6001
7 Quail Hollow Drive, West Lebanon, NH 03784
www.SummitSeniorLiving.net

The Scotland House

Adult Day Care and Wellness

802-280-6080
8826 Woodstock Road, Quechee
info@scotlandhousevt.org

WHAT WILL YOU

DISCOVER?





150+ STEM-based Exhibits
Daily Science Activities
Aquariums and Animals
GIFT
MEMBERSHIPS
AVAILABLE!

We provide a safe, supportive environment
where participants can receive a range of
professional health, social, and therapeutic services.
Our Services Include but not limited to: Family and Caregiver Support
Participant Centered Activities
Nutritional Support
Nursing and Personal Care
Chronic Disease Management
Specialized Dementia Care
Monitoring of Acute Medical Issues
Intergenerational Opportunities
Exercise and Physical Activities

Visit our website for hours and visitor information

www.scotlandhousevt.org

MONTSHIRE.ORG \\ 802.649.2200
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Are YOU or someone you know caring for a loved one AT HOME?
Scotland House Adult Day Care and Wellness
is the answer FOR YOU!
We are here to help, let us SHARE THE CARE.
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The Northern Rail Trail: A Labor of Love, Recreation for Many
The newly fallen leaves crunch
under the bike’s tires,
having finished their purpose for
the season.
Acorns covering the trail pop as
I pass over them.
Far below the old bridge, once a
pathway for locomotives, the rushing
river waters splash over rocks
and form eddies, on the way to
more formidable waters,
and eventually to the sea.
My legs pump in steady rhythm,
moving my machine and me ever
forward over the much-used trail.
Legs that once effortlessly took me
over mountains,
and now stumble haphazardly as
I clench a wheeled walker.
Yet for some reason, known only to
the Creator,
those same legs perform fluidly
while pedaling the bike,
much as damaged pistons in an
outdated engine still pump,
allowing the engine to return to its
former glory, for a time.
As I pass the dark lake waters,
once home to laughing swimmers,
but now cold, dark, and windswept,
I marvel at the hills behind, draped
in their autumn golds and reds.
Soon, those colors will be replaced
by the harsh white of snow, though
today I’m able to view the colors
which for a lifetime attracted my
fascination.
Gratitude sweeps over me, for despite
my compromised body, I’m still
afforded the opportunity to view
nature firsthand – a pleasure that for
all my life renewed and restored me.
I do not dwell on the past, when
autumn jaunts were effortless.
Nor do I dread the future, when
these opportunities may cease.
I merely exist in the moment,
as it should be.
The moment, which offers me
beauty, strength, satisfaction.
We are not promised tomorrow,
or the day after.
Nor are we returned to yesterday,
except in our memories.
But we have now, to hold,
to cherish, to love.
May that be enough to sustain us,
through any trials we encounter in
this gift of life we hold so dear. n
~ Frank Orlowski
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VT Adaptive Ski & Sports

A Fall Bike Ride

Above: Vermont Adaptive riders on the Northern Rail Trail. Above right: Poet Frank Orlowski, who suffers from Ataxia, loves riding his recumbent on the rail trail.
Frank Orlowski

G

reen spaces for recreation are
vital for any city, offering its
residents the opportunity to enjoy the
out-of-doors. Lebanon is blessed to
have many areas for recreation, a
prime example being the Northern
Rail Trail. The trail stretches to
Enfield, Canaan, and beyond, with
the starting point for many users being
near Lebanon’s downtown. On a
sunny, summer weekday, or color
season weekend, one can count dozens
of vehicles sporting bike racks in the
parking area near the CCBA,
belonging to those embarking on a
short, or long jaunt on this popular
rail trail.
A survey done in 2020 showed the
average number of trail users, between
Spencer Street in Lebanon and Enfield,
was about 150 users per weekend day.
That number may be increasing. In
2021, the Friends of the Northern Rail
Trail set up a counter at the Lebanon
section, and results show an average
daily use by 190 people.
Between harsh weather events, and
so many users, maintenance of this
trail is an important consideration.
Paul Coats, director of the city’s
Recreation and Parks Department,
says maintenance of Lebanon’s
section of the trail is a joint venture.
“The Friends of the Northern Rail Trail
are actively managing the trail all the
way to Boscawen, and co-managing
the Lebanon section with Lebanon
Recreation,” says Coats.
Amy Chan, with the Friends
organization, says the entire Northern
Rail Trail encompasses about 57 miles.
On much of the trail, the Friends
group handles all maintenance duties,
and spends about $1,000 per trail mile
annually. Though the City of Lebanon
pays most of the costs for its section,
Chan says her group is happy to help
where they can. The Friends organization and Lebanon are forming a
strong cooperative effort in caring for

this section of the rail trail. “Paul through the Friends group, says
(Coats) has been wonderful to work Chan. “We can always put together a
with,” says Chan.
team of maintenance volunteers,” she
Besides the normal maintenance of
says. She adds that her organization
filling washouts and removing fallen works with other entities, such as the
trees and branches, the Lebanon
power company, in fostering trail
section has a special maintenance
maintenance.
issue – numerous bridges over the
While the city and the Friends of
winding Mascoma River. “The
the Northern Rail Trail do the hard
Lebanon section has nine bridges
work of keeping the trail in shape, the
between the Enfield / Lebanon line
rest of us can enjoy the benefits of their
and Spencer Street,” says Paul Coats, effort. Hikers, families with children in
“Those bridges were all decked back in
strollers, serious runners, dog walkers,
the 1980s when the conversion from
and all manner of cyclists utilize this
rail to trail occurred.”
pathway. Winter does not mean trail
Anyone regularly using the trail
use ceases, either. Cross country skiers
knows some of these bridges are now a nd snowmobilers use this
in need of new decks. No one is more
route. Although ATVs and motorcycles
aware of this than Director Coats. “Of are not allowed on the trail,
those nine bridges, three have been
snowmobile use is permitted. Chan
re-decked already, leaving six more to
says various snowmobile clubs assist
go,” says Coats. “Two of them are in with keeping the trail usable.
high need, and those are slated to be
Another group regularly using the
accomplished in 2022 now that we
rail trail, during warm weather
have been awarded a matching grant months, is the Vermont Adaptive Ski
from the State of New Hampshire. & Sports program, headquartered in
Each bridge is estimated to cost Killi ng ton. O n Wed nesdays
$12,000 -$15,000 for materials and
throughout the summer and fall,
labor.”
disabled riders, outfitted with
The three recently completed
three-wheel recumbent bikes, traverse
bridges are beautiful now, and hikers
the trail with staff and volunteers
and cyclists will be thrilled to know
from Vermont Adaptive. As a disabled
additional bridge work is planned.
rider, and one who often uses the trail,
The cost of maintenance, and I can attest to the fact that getting out
budgeting for additional work, is
in nature on a recumbent is both a
i m p o r t a nt
fo r
a ny
cit y
physical and emotional boost for those
department. Coats says the use of of us with physical issues. Vermont
volunteer help supplementing his Adaptive riders are a welcome sight on
full-time staff, helps with the costs of the trail.
work on the trail.
Paul Coats says that Lebanon’s
“As for the budget, as mentioned, we
section of the rail trail plays host to a
are planning on spending roughly variety of special events throughout
$12-15K per bridge, and hope that the year, particularly running race
those costs come down as lumber events. “Lebanon Rec hosts the Fourth
prices decrease. We rely on having
of July Red White & Blue race on the
about eight volunteers for each project Northern Rail Trail, and the Downriver
day to help keep the work moving and
Rail Run 10k in September. We also
costs down, but we do have to pay a
assist with the Fathers’ Day Skip’s Run
qualified contractor to perform the which utilizes the rail trail to the
technical aspects of the work, and Packard Covered Bridge. Head Rest’s
oversee the rest of us,” Coats says.
“Rail Trail Ramble,” on Labor Day
Volunteer help is often available weekend is also a popular event.” n
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The City At Your Service

ublic Information, Public Outreach, Citizen
Engagement = LebanonNH.gov! However
you want to describe it, in whatever terms
you may decide to use, the goal is ONE – to
reach as many people as possible with the
information we are trying to disseminate.
Welcome to the
Winter 2021 edition of
CityScapes where we are
spotlighting the many
efforts the City has
undertaken to provide
our residents, along with
those in the region,
with the information
necessary to meet the
many needs of everyone
looking to engage with
Deputy City Manager
the City, no matter the
Paula Maville
time of day.
• Wondering the best way to stay tuned with
what is regularly happening in the City?
Subscribe to LebNews at LebanonNH.gov/
Subscribe to receive our weekly newsletter.
• Wanting information on urgent/emergency
events as they are taking place? Subscribe to
LebAlerts at LebanonNH.gov/Alerts to
receive notifications directly to your inbox
and/or your cell phone via direct text.
• Hit a pothole on your morning commute or
came across a downed tree after last night’s
rainstorm? Report it on LebConnect at

LebanonNH.gov/LebConnect. Once you
report, you can check the status and interact
with City Staff to ensure the issue is reaching
a resolution.
• Have a specific question about an upcoming
event or need to know how to obtain a
permit to install a new driveway? Ask our
Chatbot for assistance. We are working
hard to train it, so keep the questions
coming.
• Interested in a specific topic on a City
Council or Planning Board Agenda but
can’t attend the meeting in person? Take
part remotely through our Lebanon Live
interactive platform at LebanonNH.gov/
Live and be there from anywhere!
• Trying to find information on past or
present City Council or other board/
committee agenda items? Visit our Agenda
Center at LebanonNH.gov/Agendas for
agendas, meeting minutes, and audio or
video recordings of the meeting.
Along with these services, our “Life in
Lebanon” section of LebanonNH.gov has been
improved to provide information on
everything from the History of Lebanon to
what is Happening Now; from Arts & Culture
to Housing and Lodging; and from Recreation/
Parks & Fitness to Shopping and Restaurants.
Can’t find what you are looking for? Ask our
Chatbot or email manager@lebanonnh.gov
and we will do what we can to assist. n

Introducing Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion Commission

C

ityScapes reached out to
City Councilor Devin
Wilkie to learn more about the
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
commission that formed
recently. Wilkie and fellow
Councilors Karen Liot Hill and
Karen Zook have worked
together to establish the
commission which arose partly
out of the passage of the
Welcoming Lebanon Ordinance
in 2020.
Wilkie said, “The goal really

Lebanon

is to make the City a more
welcoming and equitable place
to live for all people.” “There
was an outpouring of support
for this new commission... all
sectors – staff, Council, and
public – showed unanimous
support for this initiative,”
Wilkie added.
The commission will hold
seven seats for Lebanon
residents, 4 seats for alternates,
and 3 seats for Councilors. “We
wanted as many different people

from a variety of backgrounds
and perspectives as possible to
apply.” Wilkie, Hill and Zook
reached out to their respective
networks to get the word out to
prospective candidates. Then,
all three of them interviewed
every candidate who applied.
One of the questions was, “How
do you plan to engage in tough
conversations? ” which are
bound to take place given the
objective to change the
landscape and conversations

Councilman Erling Heistad

I

t almost appears that it was predestined that Erling H.
Heistad would continue his family’s tradition of
service and dedication to the City of Lebanon.
Erling was elected to the Lebanon City Council in
2010 and currently serves on three different committees:
The Class IV Roads Advisory Committee, The

Conservation Commission and the Pedestrian &
Bicyclists Advisory Committee. He explains his
connection with Lebanon’s history.
“Actually I was appointed to fill a vacancy on the
City Council when a member resigned in 2010 to do
volunteer work for the American Red Cross. My
father, Erling Heistad had migrated here from Norway
and in the Fall of 1923 completed work on the Storrs
Hill Ski Area. That was a busy Fall for my father. At
Storrs Hill he constructed a ski tow, a toboggan run,
ski jump and completed work on a new school
building that still stands today.”
Erling followed in his father’s footsteps serving the
Lebanon Community and became a council member,
but with some hesitation.
“To be candid, I had always considered serving, but
had heard rumors of a hostile environment and
confrontations at times and I hesitated getting involved.
When I did serve as a replacement for a departed
member, I found that very often that was not the case
and I ran for an open slot the following year. It has
been a very rewarding and educational experience.”
Erling also explained that fulfilling his commitment
had many challenges that he met head on.
“There was a lot of learning about many facets of
operating a city government. You really have to learn
how to listen and always be open to new ideas that you
may never had considered. Serving on three committees
will certainly expand that ability. It has become a
balancing act listening to so many varied views, but
balance I believe is the key for a councilman. It
certainly keeps me busy and involved.” n

Continued on page 16
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Advancements in Lebanon:

Staff
Spotlight

New Ways to Engage with Your City

Melanie
McDonough
City Manager’s
Office: Digital
Media Officer
What fictional place would you like to visit?
My first choice would be Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. Otherwise, the Shire or
Rivendell from Lord of the Rings.
What skill would you like to master?
Right now I am completely fixated on mastering 3D
creation and modeling software such as Blender
and Fusion 360. I would also love to master any
programming language, primarly Python.
What would be your first question after
waking from a 100-year sleep?
Can you give me five more minutes?
What’s your ideal way to spend a weekend
in Lebanon?
I’m an introvert, so my ideal weekend is spent at
home, hanging out with my husband, working in
my yard, playing with my chickens, doing
projects, and building things in my studio. We live
on Daisy Hill so every day feels like a vacation
here and it’s hard to get me to leave.
What’s the best way to start the day?
A great workout in my VR headset, followed by a
shower, then a cup of coffee watching the sun
rise over the trees and the birds at the feeders.
What are you looking most forward to in 2022?
Definitely looking forward to the end of Covid or
at least the divide it has created in our society.
Also, grandbaby #3!
What weird food combination do you enjoy?
I hate that humans have to eat so I’m apt to
throw an entire dinner into a Nutribullet blender
and drink it, black beans, kale, and all.
What was cool when you were young,
but not now?
Weeble Wobbles. We need to bring them back.
What is your favorite movie from childhood?
Black Stallion! Isolated on an island with a horse
is my dream!
What is your motto in life?
In my personal life: “it’s not what you can’t do
but what you can that matters.” At work: “Let it
go.” In my Etsy shop: “Imagine. Innovate.
Inspire.”

Cindy Heath

I

Melanie McDonough, Paula Maville, Beth Beraldi

n June, the City
of
Lebanon
launched
a
progressive public
information and
engagement
c a m p a i g n
collaboratively led
by the Dream Team
of
Melanie
McDonough,
Digital
Media
Officer, Beth Beraldi Executive Assistant, Erica
Douglas, Assistant City Engineer and Paula Maville,
Deputy City Manager. The effort involves all City
departments and is intended to get Lebanon citizens
and visitors engaged using new technologies that
allow city staff to address residents’ concerns more
quickly and efficiently, and to share information
more broadly.
According to Melanie, who oversees the digital
aspect of the campaign, the various technologies
seem to be working well in their early stages. “We
are constantly pushing content and exploring ways
to get the information out to address feedback from
residents that we might not have known about,”
says Melanie.
Outreach to several employers in Lebanon to
help spread the word about all that is happening is
also a key component. Says Beth, “After the launch
of our communications about the solid waste
permitting process, we realized how many people in
the region were impacted that may not have
received the information, and therefore were not
aware of the change. We had the idea to reach out
to DHMC, the School District, and other large
employers to partner with them to help us spread the
word about signing up for LebNews & LebAlerts so
their employees would be aware of what is happening
in the city where they work.” The Lebanon Solid
Waste facility serves 22 Upper Valley towns, and
despite extensive messaging efforts, City staff were
still hearing from communities who needed more
information. “With Lebanon being the regional hub
for the Upper Valley, we thought employers could
help us get the word out to residents in those towns,
building on the other means of communications we
were already using,” says Paula.

Early usage data
shows that people
are using the new
technologies, and
City staff report a
closer connection
to the residents
they serve. Here’s
what you need to
know about the
C i t y ’s
new
communication
tools:

Chatbot
This is probably the easiest way to ask a question
online. The chatbot icon appears on every page of
the City’s website and looks like a friendly green
visitor from another galaxy. One click lets the user
ask a question anonymously, and an answer appears
on the screen. Melanie says the city can look at the
questions and see what topics are trending or need
more detailed information from a particular
department. “The chatbot questions are one way for
us to know what types of information people are
looking for, and it helps City departments
understand what citizen priorities might be, like the
Farmers’ Market and other City events.” Roughly
287 people per month use the chatbot, averaging
about 424 questions. While residents can still use
the phone to call and ask a question, the chatbot is
proving to be a timesaver for City staff. About 62
percent of those using the chatbot have found
answers to frequently asked questions independently.
LebConnect
If a resident or visitor wants to report a
non-emergency situation that needs attention by a
city department, such as a fallen tree, damage to a
conservation area, or the need for a handrail on a
stairway (examples actually submitted), the
LebConnect online tool is very easy to use. It’s
accessible on the City’s website using any device,
which is particularly helpful if a photograph taken
with a cellphone can more accurately illustrate the
problem. Using an interactive map to show the
location and resolution status of a particular issue,
residents can track the steps taken to resolve their
issue as well as receive email updates from City staff.
Continued on next page

If I gave you a $1000, how would you
spend it?
Definitely a catio! My cats are still mad
I built a chicken coop first.
Which has been your favorite phase
of life?
No question about it, right now is my
favorite phase of life. I wouldn’t go back in
time for anything!
Page 14
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Erica says the Public Works Department (DPW)
is pleased with how the system is working. “The
average number of days to close a ticket is 3.6, which
includes projects that might take longer because of
the need to hire outside contractors to assist.”
Erica has trained the entire DPW team to use
the technology. “The team has really embraced the
technology, and even the department veterans
who have worked for the city for decades are
adapting to the new system.” The system is also
used to coordinate large scale requests and projects
that involve multiple departments. “LebConnect
empowers the citizen or employee to help us keep
the city safe, and it means a lot to the employees
when they get positive feedback on how quickly a
resolution took place. We're out there working for
the residents to get the issues resolved quickly, and
citizen calls are a top priority.” Residents can select
from nearly 75 issue categories to submit their
concerns, which also informs citizens of how many
different issues can arise in regular operations of a
city the size of Lebanon.

Soofa Signs
The most visible of the new suite of citizen
engagement tools are Soofa Signs, five digital solar
powered signs installed around the city with
current information like events, transit
information, and meeting schedules. “City
Manager Mulholland was the driver behind the

purchase of the Soofa Signs, having seen them in
an article on public communications when looking
for ways to expand our outreach efforts,” says
Paula. Manchester is the only other City in New
Hampshire using Soofa Signs, a woman owned
start up based in Cambridge, MA. The signs are
located at City Hall, the Lebanon Mall, at the
tunnel entrance to the rail trail, and in front of the
Kilton Library. Businesses can run ads which scroll
in concert with public announcements, with Cape
Air being the first to use the new technology to
promote its airline services. Melanie notes that
while the technology is still evolving, the
consensus is that this is a good opportunity to test
a new technology and gauge citizen interest.
Colorful maps and graphics featuring the City’s
outdoor and cultural features are pending
installation.
Paula, who is now the employee who has been
with the city the longest, sums up the motivation
behind the campaign to expand citizen
engagement. “It’s important to keep citizens
informed about the major happenings in civic life,
and I especially appreciate the efforts of Melanie
and Beth in helping to make these public relations
efforts visible and meaningful to the residents. In
addition to these new technologies, we also use
Cityscapes as an information outreach platform
because it goes to every mailbox in the city,
regardless of internet access.” n

Firefighter of the Year

L

ebanon Fire Chief Chris Christopoulos
was named as Firefighter of The Year by
the North Country Public Service
Foundation at a ceremony at the Mount
Washington Hotel in October.
Christopoulos has been a firefighter for 39
years and Lebanon’s Fire Chief for and
Emergency Management Director since 2007.
He is also the Commissioner for Public Safety
Excellence's Commission on Professional
Credentialing and serves on the International
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) Board of
Directors and is also a past President of the
New Hampshire Association of Fire Chiefs and
The New England Division of the IAFC. n

Links to Communication Tools
The following are links the city uses to
advertise our communication efforts:
Subscribe to City Alerts:
LebanonNH.gov/Subscribe
Report an Issue on LebConnect:
LebanonNH.gov/LebConnect

T

Inviting All Employers to
Spread the Word!

he City of Lebanon would
like to provide residents
and visitors with a means
to obtain important and
up-to-date information about
what is happening in the City.
Currently, the City offers a
variety of ways that people can
receive up-to-date information

including a weekly newsletter,
specific city department news,
updates on construction projects,
general city alerts, and more. To
receive this information directly
to an email inbox or on a mobile
device, a subscription is required.
The City is inviting employers to
spread the word to its employees

about how to subscribe to stay in
the know. Subscription options
can be found on the City’s
website at: LebanonNH.gov/
Subscribe.
As of this writing, the
Lebanon School District and
DHMC are participating in this
collaborative effort. n

Read Current Alerts:
LebanonNH.gov/Alerts
Frequently Asked Questions:
LebanonNH.gov/Ask
Subscribe to Specific Alerts:
LebanonNH.gov/NotifyMe
Weekly Newsletter Archives:
LebanonNH.gov/LebNews

“It’s important
to keep citizens
informed about
the major
happenings
in civic life...
The Lebanon Times
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around race, gender, gender expression, age, ability/disability, immigration,
politics, socio-economic status, etc.
Wilkie indicated that they had a very diverse group of candidates apply,
creating a fair representation of the City’s residents, and that each is really excited
to start this work to get involved in making a difference in how all of Lebanon
lives, works and plays.
At the time of this writing, the City Council voted to approve the candidates
recommended by Wilkie, Liot Hill and Zook on November 17, 2021, and the
Commission will begin holding meetings that are open to the public around the
new year.
For updates, go to
the City’s website and
click on the DEI tab.
(gov/1519/DiversityE q u i t y-I n c l u s i o n Commission). n

City of Lebanon 2022 Holiday Schedule
New Year’s Day

Friday, December 31, 2021

Martin Luther King, Jr. / Civil Rights Day
Presidents’ Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Veterans’ Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas*

Monday, January 17
Monday, February 21
Monday, May 30
Monday, July 4
Monday, September 5
Friday, November 11
Thursday, November 24
Friday, November 25

Friday, December 23 and Monday, December 26

*Beginning in 2022, in lieu of observance of Columbus Day / Indigenous Peoples Day, an additional
day is being added to the Christmas holiday
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HOW THEY MET

Longtime West Coast Couple Loving Life in the Upper Valley

Jon Chiappa and Danielle Case, with a cat named Monico...

reasons to spend time together.
Danielle often joined a group of
t was animals that brought them
people who went on lunch walks. So, I
together 18 years ago, and now they joined the walk.”
claim, “it’s going better than ever.”
Jon ended up throwing a party and
Danielle Casa and her partner, Jon inviting Danielle. “It seemed like the
Chiappa, met at the local humane
best way to do something outside of
society in northern California where the [animal] shelter,” Jon said. “That’s
they both grew up but are now thrilled when we started dating.”
to be part of the Upper Valley, exploring,
For Danielle, although Jon seemed
and working hard at their careers in just the opposite from her, he was
White River Junction and Hanover.
nonetheless intriguing. “For a few
“When we met, I was looking for months, I thought his name was Mike
work after the 2001 dot-com crash and
and I called him that,” Danielle said.
keeping busy,” said Jon. “It was hard to “He responded so I had no reason to
miss Danielle. She was beautiful and
question it. One day, he finally
seemed very confident in her corrected me. I think that somewhat
surroundings. I’m about as awkward as
sums up our relationship. I charge
they come, so I started trying to find
along and jump into things, and Jon
Virginia Dean

I
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quietly sits back, observes, and only
corrects when necessary.”
One day, however, Jon asked
Danielle if she had Instant Messenger
and, finding out that she didn’t,
installed the app for her. He then
invited her to a party at his house – a
ruse to get together with her. “That
was the night he finally asked me on a
real date,” Danielle laughed.
The move from the west to east coast
was a mutual decision to do something
different. “Danielle and I had been
living in the San Francisco Bay area,
and she suggested that we move to the
Upper Valley,” Jon explained. “She
suggested that I apply for my current job,
working for Dartmouth College as
Executive Director of Web Services
which I began in 2016. I manage, with a
team, most of the external facing
websites at the school.”
The geographical connection
between the coasts was the result of
Danielle spending summers with her
grandparents and cousins in White
River Junction where she currently is a
full-time stylist and co-owner of Scout
Hair Salon. “When we moved here, I
wanted to work in a green salon that was
also community-oriented and that used
plant-based products,” said Danielle who
began her job in 2017. This is a high
point in their lives, not just because they
are successful professionals but because
they have more free time, Jon related.
“We now have weekends and
evenings with the stress of needing to
run to sports or do homework with kids,”
said Jon. “We still feel like tourists here
and love to explore the Upper Valley.”
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...and a chicken named Blondie

When Jon and Danielle began
dating, she had a four-year-old daughter,
Sophia. “It’s been amazing, helping to
raise her,” said Jon, “but she’s out of the
house now, so this is really the first
time that Danielle and I have lived
together on our own.”
As for the near future, neither Jon
nor Danielle have plans to change
either their location or profession. “I
do a lot of climbing (rock and ice) and
backpacking,” said Jon. “With Sophia
out of the house, we do have more
flexibility and plan to try to take
advantage of that with more travel.
There’s so much variety in the U.S.
and the world.”
For Danielle, starting a business just
two-and-a-half years ago makes
planning trickier. “The shop has been
so hands-on for such a long period of
time that I’m not sure when I’ll be
doing anything else,” she said. “But
one day, I’d like to travel to other areas
of the east coast for extended vacation
periods.” Danielle and Jon currently
reside in Lebanon with a cat and a
flock of chickens. n
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Secondhand Shopping in the UV: Not Just a Store, A Community
Molly Davis Shimko

“I

n the last 10 to 15 years, thrifting has become
a verb,” said Eileen Lambert, Development
and Communications Director of LISTEN
Community Services. After speaking with
additional Upper Valley secondhand shop
owners, her statement rings true. Secondhand,
vintage, and thrift shopping have become staples
of the Upper Valley retail scene from large-scale
thrift stores to curated vintage and thrift
boutiques, offering an eclectic, fun, and environmentally friendly way to support our community.
LISTEN Community Services began in
Lebanon and has been a fixture of Upper Valley
community assistance and secondhand shopping
for nearly 50 years. From these beginnings, the
Upper Valley’s secondhand scene has only
continued to grow. Several secondhand and
vintage shops in the area are thriving, including
a local West Lebanon spot Consign and Design,
which offers a curated collection of vintage
furniture, home goods, and artwork.
Speaking with Lambert, her enthusiasm for
LISTEN’s work is clear; she became inspired to
work with LISTEN after admiring them first as a
visitor to the area and then as a permanent
resident. Providing hot meals and pantry goods,
helping to heat homes, offering summer camp

Take a page out of LISTEN’s book and shop their
secondhand book selection

A sampling of Consign and Design’s collection

Eileen Lambert, Development and Communications
Director at LISTEN Community Services is passionate
about her work in the community

scholarships, and creating an affordable place to
shop for all manner of items such as clothing,
furniture, and kitchenware, LISTEN strives to
provide Upper Valley residents with the
assistance they may need with the utmost dignity.
The thrift store facet of LISTEN is crucial to
its success. According to Lambert, 25% of
LISTEN’s budget comes from their thrift stores,
so Upper Valley residents can be certain their
donations and purchases at LISTEN, including
items such as athletic equipment and instruments,
are directly benefiting people within their own
community. “The community can feel confident
in donating,” Lambert says. “All the money stays
[local] in the Upper Valley and the money from
shopping at LISTEN goes to the community
programs.”
This community focus was also evident in
speaking with Christopher Lin, owner, and curator
of Consign and Design. Lin purchased Consign
and Design four years ago after moving to the area
with his family from Boston. The chance to build
a business in a historic main street building doing
something he had always loved – thrift, vintage,
and secondhand shopping – in a warm and
creative community drew Lin to the Upper Valley.
Lin echoed Lambert’s sentiment of local
thrift and vintage shops’ ability to put Upper

Christopher Lin, owner of Consign and Design, stocks
his shop full of great finds: mid-mod dresser, a painting
by Stephen Kaye, and vintage Baker furniture chairs

Ride in style with a Peugeot bike from LISTEN thrift
stores

FRESH LOCAL
DELIVERY
Yaniris McLenithan blends
the Domican Republic and the Upper Valley
in her fresh roasted Hato Viejo Coffee
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Valley dollars into the pocket of items from past decades. “You just don’t
Mom-and-Pop shops and local artisans, know what you’re going to find when
artists, and collectors. Lin’s store not you go to a thrift store!”
only consists of his own vintage finds,
Lambert also discussed the ability to
but also features mini-stores and
repurpose items as part of the draw to
galleries of local dealers and artisans
secondhand shopping. As an avid
who rent space in his store. The
gardener, she is often on the hunt for
mini-stores function, Lin says, as “live interesting items to serve as flower vases
Etsy shops,” building cooperative in the housewares section of LISTEN:
opportunities for the local community “Where an item may have been donated
and bringing different perspectives
as a milk pitcher, I see a vase for dahlias.”
within the space.
Lin also spoke of the stories that
Creating a safe space is also
come with both items and customers to
essential to Lin. Lin hopes his shop
be a draw to the vintage and secondhand
can serve as a creative and inspiring
world. He considers himself a “memory
place for our local community, where
broker,” passing on these memories and
everyone is welcome to spend hours
stories of each item to the new owner.
perusing and learning about the He adds that there’s “never a dull day,”
history behind the vintage pieces. He in vintage and that where the items go
emphasizes his desire to curate a space
can be as exciting as where they came
where people can gather without
from. He tells the story of items in the
necessarily spending money. He speaks
store that have ended up on TV sets,
of his store as a “live museum” where
such as “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel.” It
shoppers can interact with items that was an exciting day, he recalls, when the
could very well be in a museum and
set dressing department came to the
take them home if they wish. Lin even
shop looking for items for the show.
considers someday adding a cafe or
Secondhand, vintage, and thrift
speakeasy to the location to further shopping also has a network of support
create a focal point on West Lebanon’s
within the greater Upper Valley
Main Street.
shopping scene. Lin often directs
Lin and Lambert also mentioned
customers to other local vintage and
environmental concerns as part of their secondhand shops in the area, knowing
dedication to their shops. Lin spoke of each store has its own unique flavor.
how vintage and thrift shopping fits “It’s a great area for vintage,” Lin says.
into a greater culture of re-use and “Nothing would make me happier than
lessens each shopper’s carbon footprint. becoming a destination for reuse.” He
Lambert talked about how recycling
also emphasizes how grateful he is for
clothing and other items saves them the support he has already received
from ending up in a landfill. Speaking
from the community and is eager to
on the durable craftsmanship of many welcome customers and interested
vintage pieces, Lin said, “Why buy new
parties to come and explore his shop.. n
when there’s already so much great
secondhand, often better quality, stuff?” Customers can become involved by consigning
Sifting through these pieces that with Consign and Design and donating items to
have weathered the years well is part of LISTEN, or volunteering their time at events and
programs like the LISTEN Community dinners.
what makes secondhand shopping so
special. “I get to live the life of a treasure Shoppers can help their community and continue
the recycling cycle by checking out all the
hunter, that’s the best part about it,” Lin
offerings at these shops, and many others
says of his own experience selecting
secondhand and vintage shops in the Upper
items for the store. He also believes
secondhand shopping brings that same Valley including WRJ’s Uplifting Thrifting, Gear
fulfillment to customers. This treasure Again, and The Collection. With each visit, patrons
hunt can also serve as a time capsule
can be certain to have a welcoming experience
look through our own history. Lambert that is one-of-a-kind. As Lambert says, “It’s not
relishes the fun of discovering nostalgic
just a store, it’s a community.”

End-of-year
Flexible Spending Account
funds remaining?
Sunglasses
make great gifts!
- Oakley, Ray-Ban, Coach, and more
- Prescription and non-prescription
- Worry-free exchanges on non-prescription
sunglasses through 1/10/20
- Gift certificates available

Dr. Andrew Jones

MON-FRI 8:30a-5:30p
Until 6:30p on WED

www.valleyvisioneyes.com
165 Mechanic Street
Lebanon NH
603-678-8185
VV0926

Keep your dollars where your heart is!

Buy local. Eat Local. Live Local.

Find Upper Valley businesses & farms by
searching the Vital Guide at
vitalcommunities.org/guide

Kid Approved Holiday Special

     
    

  


    

Dr. Sheila Hastie

Eye examination appointments
available before the New Year!
Schedule online!

It’s holiday time, have you checked
your list twice?
Think UVAC 10 visit pass books.

Buy one TODAY, and make holiday
wishes come true!


Pass Books
Adults: 10 for $140 • Kids: 10 for $70
Offer ends January 1, 2022

•  •   




  
 
802.296.2850 • UVACswim.org
100 Arboretum Lane, WRJ, VT 05001
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JOHN FENLEY: IGNITING HOPE IN OTHERS - continued from page 1
I had to suffer five brain surgeries. But
I would remind them of how blessed I
am. I had a strong, loving family to see
me through the darkest moments. I
was fortunate enough to be born in a
time when performing these difficult
surgeries has been possible. And, in a
time when medicine is advanced
enough to provide me hormones in pill
form to replace what was lost. I was
also fortunate enough to have been
born in a country that boasts some of
the best hospitals in the world. See? I
am blessed.”
Born in Carmel, NY in 1985 to
Madeline and Dennis Fenley, John is
the youngest of two boys. His older
brother Chris was eager to welcome
him into a family that values kindness
and caring.
“My roots are important to me,” says
John. “I’m one-quarter Irish, one-quarter
German, and half Italian. Ha! Maybe
that’s why I have a loud and boisterous
charm like many Irish-Italians!”
When he was five, his parents
divorced, so John spent summers with
his father in Virginia and
Thanksgivings with his extended
family in Montauk, Long Island. His
mother moved to Hanover, and worked
at the Tuck School. “She has been
diagnosed with cancer three times and
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“When that puzzle piece clicked
into place, I remember bitterly
proclaiming, ‘So, between my
hypothalamic damage and frontal
lobe scar tissue, Doc, you are basically
telling me I have Fat and Lazy
Disorder?’”
John’s tumor continued to grow
back. It was, as he describes, like an
“uninvited, invisible enemy that kept
lurking in my skull.” A majority of his
childhood memories are fuzzy, hospital
scenes. He had brain surgery at ages, 3,
At the 5-year Spark! anniversary, John and a nurse
5, 7, and 9. After his parents’ divorce,
from Mt. Ascutney Rehab
his mother and father would trade off
days with John and his brother at the
is, without a doubt, the strongest
New York Presbyterian Hospital. “I feel
person I know,” says John. “She is my
bad about how scary it must have been
hero.”
for Chris growing up with a little
Attending the Hanover Ray School
brother in and out of the hospital,”
and Hanover High School (class of ’04), said John. “I feel like it forced him into
John forged ahead to Keene State the role of the silent strong one in the
College but “washed out”, as he calls it, family.”
with a medical leave – a sure
Once back on his feet, John joined
disappointment for a young man who
SOAR (Speaking About Human
dreamed of becoming an elementary
Rights), formerly Upper Valley
school teacher. He sought out a
Neighbors, an advocacy chapter based
neuropsychologist who explained that in Lebanon. He had served as its
his years at high school were difficult president from 2008 to 2018. In 2012
due to frontal lobe scarring which can
he was elected President of the
manifest itself in disorganization, forget- statewide advocacy organization,
fulness, and lack of initiative – often People First of New Hampshire. In that
misinterpreted as laziness by others.
same year, John was appointed to the
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Council on Developmental Disabilities
by the Governor and helped create
Advocate NH – an organization that
plans and delivers the annual statewide
disability rights conference. In 2013 he
joined the Self Advocacy Leadership
Team (SALT) a group that addresses
issues of abuse and neglect, accessible
transportation, and mentorship of
young advocates. Through his
extensive involvement in these organizations, John has had many

The Spark! Community Garden
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Receiving the Virginia Bowden Award (Governor
Sununu present)

opportunities to testify at the New
Hampshire State House on issues of
health and human services.
Then, twenty-four years after he
thought he had vanquished his
invisible foe, a CAT scan in 2018
revealed that his childhood nightmare
had returned. John went under the
knife for his fifth brain surgery. “I
wasn’t quite as spongy and resilient as
I was when I was a kid,” he said. “Now
I was an overweight, thirty-three-old
adult, and I was terrified.”
This most recent surgery has taught
John that “nothing is sure in life”, that
“things can go from bad to worse in the
blink of an eye.” And yet – as his

parents taught him – he forges on; and
for the last seven years, in a big way.
John is a co-founder of Spark!
Community Center in Lebanon – a
place where adults with special needs,
their families and caregivers, and
members of the Upper Valley
community can come together and
take part in fun and educational
activities and whose vision is “to be a
vibrant center that embraces a diverse
integrated community where all
participants are inspired to realize
their fullest personal potential”.
Although he spent years developing
a career in self-advocacy, John realized
that other disabled individuals were
also in need of a life goal. It angered
him that many were wandering
aimlessly during their days off.
“I felt they deserved better,” John
said. “I envisioned a warm and
welcoming space where they could
pursue their passions for free with
community members of all shapes and
sizes. I called it Spark! with the hope
that it would ‘spark’ creativity and
conversations of equality. Everyone
has a talent or ‘spark’ worth sharing.”
So, John met with a local mother of
an adult-disabled child and shared his
dream. With her business degree, she
used her professional acumen to help

file for a 501C3 status and enlist a
employee and the founder of Spark!
board of directors to serve the new Community Center in 2014, who
organization. Spark! Community created and followed the vision and
Center went from dream to reality.
mission statements to a T,” she said.
John has served as Community “He is currently the Outreach
Outreach Coordinator since the grand
Specialist and teaches 65% off our
opening of Spark! in 2014.
online classes daily as well as the lead
“I love my job because it allows me
person for our Friday Fun Night events.
to pursue my passion of art by creating He is always thinking of others and
graphic design elements for flyers and
making sure that everyone feels
announcements,” John says. He makes
included in whatever we are doing.
drawings of the nonprofit’s mascot, John is a huge advocate for the
Sparky the Spark Plug, to promote
disability community and is a great
upcoming classes and events. “And in
speaker. He has had some medical
an ironic twist of fate, I guess I did
conditions that put him in a coma a
become a teacher! I have the joy of
few years ago but has overcome all of
teaching virtual classes on Zoom every these roadblocks and is thriving at 15
day. Right now, I am teaching a Virtual
hours a week with Spark!”
Road Trip class every Monday in
John has a vision for the future of
which we’re exploring the East Coast Spark! With enough local community
states from Maine to Florida and
donations, he hopes to move Spark!
learning fun facts about their state into a bigger, more vibrant space.
symbols, famous residents, history, and
“I see a future where more families
cool places to visit. What I love about with young children, teens, and seniors
the center is that it has endless
all come to take advantage of what
possibilities, and we can add new and
Spark! has to offer,” he said. “And I
different activities based on will continue to advocate for the
community interest.”
voiceless and strive to be a friend and
Spark! Community Center mentor to the people who come
Executive Director Melissa Valcourt through our door. And maybe someday,
has known John since February 2020
if I can find the time, I will publish a
when she began working at book about my life and faith, and what
Spark! “John is a very dependable I have learned.” n

You are not alone.

domestic violence • sexual assault • stalking

every hour, every day 866-348-WISE
chat online at wiseuv.org

We’re here for you.

You’re Home at

For 50 years, WISE has supported survivors
in times of stress and crisis. Our advocates
are here for you every hour, every day.
Call the crisis line or chat with us online.
You do not need to be in crisis to reach out to us.

The Woodlands.

We’ve made so many friends here.

- Carol, Rich and Cookie
To learn more, contact
Peggy Cooper. 603.308.0475
or cooperm@apdmh.org

Independent Living

follow us @WISEuv

APDLifecare.org | Lebanon, New Hampshire
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GOOD PEOPLE, G O O D T UNE S

Music Resonates Through Your Headphones in the Lebanon Tunnel
Kyle Manning

A

For more information, or to watch the Silent Nexus Party, please
visit www.lebanonoperahouse.org/events/silent-disco-in-the-tunnelwith-livemixkings

DJ Sean

Silent disco: fun for all ages.

Joe Clifford

t 9pm on Saturday, October 16, DJ Sean and the
Livemixkings crew held a Silent Disco in the
newly renovated tunnel in downtown Lebanon. While
some rainy weather required the organizers to move
the event from the original location of the Lebanon
Green, the show still sold out and ended up a success.
At a silent disco, participants use wireless
headphones to dance to several different channels of
music curated by a live DJ. They reduce noise
pollution, cut on costs, and allow for late-night shows.
DJ Sean, who since moving to the area nine years
ago has become known as “the DJ of the Upper
Valley,” first put on a silent disco event back in
August, for LebFest. Interest in similar events rose,
and many people ended up returning for this most
recent show.  
The night at the tunnel drew a crowd of all ages,
from high schoolers to preschoolers to local office
managers. The location and the inclement weather
happened to add a level of intimacy to the show, for not
only were they gathered for the sake of music and
dance, but they were also there to take shelter from the
storm. DJ Sean noted that singalongs such as “Sweet
Caroline” by Neil Diamond and jazzy numbers by
James Brown were the big hits for this Lebanon crowd.
Memory, a local music librarian who was one of
the most enthusiastic attendees, was six months

pregnant at the time, and still busting moves with a
light-up hula hoop. She first attended the event in
August and returned this time with her partner, Buck.
For other attendees this was their first experience
with silent disco, but they were willing to try
something new, if only for a chance to dance and
connect with one another.
DJ Sean hopes to continue putting on live shows
throughout the winter, as he has begun the search for
possible indoor venues. He’s focusing on local
restaurants and other locations that already draw
crowds but could be adapted for a music event – a
kind of “local tour,” the way Sean thinks of it.
Sean and his family moved to the Upper Valley
from their home on Long Island, where he would DJ
from time to time for small gigs, such as local
barbecues. However, once they’d moved to New
England in an effort keep their kids away from the
negative atmospheres of the city, Sean saw that live
music was something missing for the area, and he
stepped up to fill the gap. Sean’s recent passion has
been inspired by the DJ legend Jazzy Jeff, who has
struggled throughout the pandemic, and through his
own battle with the virus, to keep bringing live music
to his community. n

William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker
Meg Ward, Broker-Associate

We are a small, boutique-style real estate office, serving buyers and
sellers, whose goal is to provide high quality service and professionalism, with the same access as large offices to properties for sale,
and buyers who are in the market, made possible by our Multiple
Listing Service membership. We have many years of experience in
the Upper Valley, and, would be very pleased to help you with your
real estate needs, for all sorts of property.
5 Olde Nugget Alley, Suite 5, Hanover, New Hampshire · www.biggreenre.com · 603-643-3942
Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College
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A ROU ND TOWN

The Anonymous Coffeehouse Reopens
1950s and 1960s.” In the region, similar coffeehouses
exist in Sunapee, NH and in Corinth, VT.
offeehouses are traditionally places to gather,
At the Anonymous Coffeehouse, an evening show
share ideas, and meet friends – sometimes for will feature a series of musical acts, usually three,
hours. So, what makes Anonymous Coffeehouse – performing for 25-35 minutes, with one showcase 50
which sounds like the antithesis of a café – even
minute act. The experience at Anonymous
warmer, more inviting, and community-minded?
Coffeehouse is unlike other venues in the Upper Valley
Based in the Lebanon First Congregational
and features a “listening room environment.” Adam
Church in Lebanon, New Hampshire, Anonymous
adds, “At our coffeehouse, it’s the music [that’s] the
Coffeehouse reopened in September 2021. This
focus, so that makes it unique.” Acts are acoustic-based,
entertainment venue harnesses the power of music to
and past performances have included blues, bluegrass,
bring us even closer, all the while keeping socially country, and folk music singers.
distant considerations in mind.
The coffeehouse series returned September 24,
Adam Sorscher, the creator of the Anonymous 2021, to an eager crowd. Community members have
Coffeehouse, found inspiration with the Nameless
missed live music during the pandemic and are
Coffeehouse in Boston, which is New England’s
excited for this popular series to return to Lebanon.
oldest all-volunteer coffeehouse. These coffeehouses At the first show, attendees expressed their
are operated by volunteers and are spaces where you
appreciation for the musicians and the venue. Adam
can enjoy a cup of coffee, and other non-alcoholic
says, “What struck me was that people have a certain
beverages, baked goods, and music; all for free. need for live music – and for gathering.” This
Musicians are paid by the generous audience, with a
excitement is also shared by the musicians, who are
collection of donations happening between the “really eager to get back to doing what they do:
musical acts.
performing and sharing their music.”
Across the country, these entertainment venues
Coffeehouses are usually held in churches. The
provide opportunities for both emerging and
Lebanon First Congregational Church is a welcoming
seasoned artists to perform acoustically in small
host for the venue and there is ample parking
settings, like church basements. Adam says, “Our available on the green. The church also hosts other
coffeehouse is just one in a long tradition of those
music series, like Music at the Meetinghouse and
coffee house listening rooms that sprung up in the
chamber concerts by Classicopia.
Hali Issente

Got Solar? Why not?

Artrocity photograph

C

Green Heron will perform at the Anonymous Coffeehouse on Friday, Dec. 3.

With the recent reopening, the shows have moved
from a smaller meeting room to the larger sanctuary
of the church, which allows for greater social
distancing of the audience. Adam says not to worry
about the space change, “The acoustics there are
better than what we had in the parish room!”
The coffeehouse will happen every two weeks on
Fridays, with an upcoming show on December 3. For
the holidays, the series will temporarily pause performances at the church and restart again in January,
resuming the biweekly schedule through May. n

For more information, visit www.anoncoffee.org or follow them on
social media for updates on upcoming shows at www.facebook.
com/anoncoffeehouse. The coffeehouse relies on the support of
volunteers and the community. To learn more about volunteer
opportunities, visit: www.anoncoffee.org/volunteer.php
Please note: Proof of Covid-19 vaccination is required to attend,
following the guidelines of both the church and local health ordinances.

Impact. Impact. Impact. For years you’ve thought
about wanting to do your part and ‘clean up your
footprint’, but what meaningful impact could you
really have? Well, the sun makes it simple, really.
And tracking the sun all day, not to mention
shedding snow right away, is just smarter. Plus
it costs less than paying your electric bill. That’s
real impact.

Schedule a free assessment
(802) 649-3700
info@solaflect.com
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WISE - continued from page 1
changing systems. WISE leads systems
innovation throughout the Upper
Valley, partnering with critical organizations beyond its own direct services,
working with schools, courts, health
care providers, human service agencies,
businesses, and others. WISE
understands what it takes to help
people feel safe and secure.”
Working from an empowerment-based model which promotes
resilience and positions the person
seeking help as the primary
decision-maker, WISE works closely
with community organizations to
create consistent responses to validate
women’s experiences. Lizann
remembers a time when public and
institutional awareness was not so
coordinated. “When I joined the
board in 1993, it was difficult to recruit
board members and harder to find
funding support. The more public
awareness was raised, the more people
came to WISE for services. WISE has
been good about promoting the
success stories, and that has changed
the dialogue to show that there is a
way to talk about these issues as a
community. It creates a virtuous cycle
– the more you succeed, the more the
community supports and comes to
WISE as a leader.”  

In the early 90s, WISE staff engaged Williams says WISE has done
with local hospitals to provide an
pioneering work with police
advocate to speak in confidence with
departments as well, and that collabopeople who went to the hospital after
rative relationships with community
experiencing trauma. This outreach
institutions have been a vital part of
served to elevate the public and institu- raising community awareness. “The
tional perceptions of the value of the
organization has become very proactive
services available at WISE. Board – at least half of our job is prevention.
member and past President Jenny We have the WISE training courses

The founding mothers of WISE (top L-R) Martha Popp (Director) Ramey Fair, Jenny
Williams (bottom L-R) Alix Olson, Terryl Stacey, Joanne Martin, Georgia

that anyone can apply to take part in. It
helps explain why gender-based
violence exists, and we can educate
adult community members through the
basic training course (a screening
process applies). The next level of the
training prepares volunteers to serve on
the crisis hotline,” explains Jenny.
WISE also has five ‘co-locations’ around

WISE Staff in front of previous WISE office at 79 Bank Street, Lebanon. This was
the site of WISE from 1991 until Program Center opened in 2008.

Home only Better
“Mom loves to get up in the morning and see
her friends. That’s the feeling you get here
— there are so many great people.”

Windows and doors inspired by how you live.

-Pam, daughter of resident Joan
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Explore the possibilities at Windows & Doors By Brownell
PowerHouse Mall, 8 Glen Road
West Lebanon, NH | (603) 298-5555
wdbrownell.com

To learn more, contact
Peggy Cooper. 603.308.0475
or cooperm@apdmh.org
Independent & Assisted Living with Memory Care
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APDLifecare.org | Lebanon, New Hampshire
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Ready for a Career Change?

The first WISE office on South Main Street in Hanover
(now where Ledyard Bank is). WISE was on the
second floor, in two offices.

the Upper Valley to expand accessibility to services.
Another shining example of a
positive impact on community systems
is the presence of WISE educators in
grades K-12 in Upper Valley schools
through the Prevention and Education
Program. Explains Peggy, “We have had
educators in the schools for three
decades. We’re a small community, so
you see young people who you worked
with in middle school, and they tell a
story about the educator helping them,
a family member, or a friend who
benefited from the experience.” High
school students also report incorporating the learning into their peer group
conversations, social groups, and
communities. Lizann notes, “The
program also teaches kids to understand
the language and that helps them and
others to navigate real-life situations.
We have seen a shift in how boys and
men are engaging in the conversation
about gender-violence.” Jenny echoes
the far-reaching success of the education
program. “One of the beautiful things
about the education program is how the
students engage in asking tough
questions. When I sat in on a class at
Hanover High School, the topic was
consent, and Kate (educator) gave the
students a forum where they weren’t
going to be criticized. I think this can be
very powerful for girls and boys.”

What does the future hold for
WISE? With the current reality of a
solid organizational structure and
financial stability, the team at WISE
can take the time to focus on
long-range planning. Both Jenny and
Lizann, credit Peggy’s enduring
leadership in allowing WISE to grow,
change, and adapt, and in supporting
a leadership team and board that
remain committed to the cause. “In
this line of work, there seems to be a
lot of turnover, but many members of
the board and leadership team at
WISE have been there for a long time.
Peggy has a rare combination of
relational skills and being an organized
and strategic thinker,” says Jenny.
Because WISE has continually
adapted to the Upper Valley
community’s needs and perceptions,
the organization has developed a broad
array of services to achieve its
ambitious mission: “leading the Upper
Valley to end gender-based violence
through survivor-centered advocacy,
prevention, education, and mobilization for social change.”
“The work we’re doing is ongoing,”
says Peggy. “We have to plan pretty far
out for impact. We are still concerned
with fundraising, but we have a strong
foundation that gives us the ability to
take some deep breaths and do
important long-term planning.
Twenty-five years from now I hope to
see WISE continue to have successful
leadership transitions both with the
staff and the board.”
And fortunately for the Upper
Valley, the WISE team has the capacity
and dedication to continue its
commitment to progressive leadership
in the challenging realm of
gender-based violence prevention for
at least the next 50 years. n

Become a

Massage
Therapist
rivervalley.edu

603.443.4200

For more information about WISE and its
programs, visit their website, www.wiseuv.org or
call 603-448-5922. The crisis hotline number is
866-348-WISE available 24 hours a day.

THE STRONG HOUSE SPA
More love,
more peace,
more health,
more spa
(802) 295.1718

GIVE THE GIFT
OR TREAT
YOURSELF!
BUY & BOOK
ONLINE

www.stronghousespa.com

QUECHEE, VERMONT
The Lebanon Times
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Substitute Teaching: Rewards and Coming Full Circle
Kyle Manning

A

s teachers in public schools face a range of new
obstacles in the classroom such as adapting to
online learning environments, heightened safety
precautions, and their own increased familial duties,
there has been a serious need for assistance and relief
for teachers over the last year. Several local
community members, some of them former teachers
and others with little to no teaching experience,
have already stepped up to aid in the relief effort.
The Lebanon Times spoke to three current substitute
teachers in Lebanon School District to ask about
their experiences, and to help us see both the
personal and communal benefits of such work.
Katie Scanlon is a mother of three children who
are currently attending Lebanon schools, and before
the pandemic, she had been highly engaged with
the local parent-teacher organization. In light of
safety restrictions, however, she was no longer
meeting other members of the community, and was
unable to volunteer in any capacity on school
premises. Katie felt a need to keep on seeing the
kids and lending an active hand. In light of the call
for substitutes, Katie found her opportunity and
began filling in, about three times a week, at the
beginning of 2021.
Katie – or Mrs. Scanlon – mostly helps with classes
in kindergarten through fourth grade because she
finds at this age the students bring a warm and positive
energy to the classroom, and to her own daily life.
When students see her in the morning as they enter
the building, they are eager to say hello, thrilled to see
that today they might be having Mrs. Scanlon. Katie’s
warmest moment of working as a sub happened while
playing a game with the final class of the day, when
the students revealed the message they’d spelled out on
the board: “We love Mrs. Scanlon.”

Karen Boucher working with a student

Donald Walker, a native of Pittsburgh but a
long-time resident of the Upper Valley, taught as a
chemistry teacher at Lebanon High School for 29
years, before retiring in 2016. He always had a good
feeling about the atmosphere of this particular high
school, as he had heard of frequent negativity present
in other districts. He describes having felt a sense of
camaraderie as he would walk down the hallway each
morning, where he would pass old friends and former
students, who had gone into teaching and administration positions as adults.
When the need for substitutes became clear,
Donald found that it was time to make his return.
While he sometimes fills his former post as chemistry
teacher, he goes wherever the need arises. Donald
continues to appreciate the student body of the high
school for its sheer diversity, for how Lebanon acts as
a hub of different opportunities and careers. He
Katie Scanlon found the opportunity to become a substitute teacher
enjoys the moment when he walks into the classroom
and the faces of students light up, realizing that today
they’ll have Mr. Walker as their sub.
Katie’s warmest moment of working
Karen Boucher, another former teacher, began her
as a sub happened while playing
career in Massachusetts before moving to the
a
game
with the final class of the day,
Lebanon area with her husband. As their children
made their way through the Lebanon school district, when the students revealed the message
Karen and her family always had a positive impression
they’d spelled out on the board:
of the teachers and the administration, and she
“We love Mrs. Scanlon.”
eventually went on to work as a special education
teacher in the district for five years.
successful in their life afterward. Karen signed on as
While in retirement, Karen found that teaching
a substitute, and has been subbing these last three
had become an important part of her daily life. She
recalls her experience with one student in particular years, in order to continue fostering such experiences
who struggled to keep up their grades; the student – to keep on providing this kind of positive support
recognized that this would be important for their that young people need in order to grow. n
future plans, and wanted to improve. Karen worked
with this student every day over their four years of If you have any interest in substituting for either teachers or
nurses for the Lebanon district, please visit SAU88.net for details
high school and watched as they grew, learned, and
and instructions on how to apply.
eventually succeeded in graduating and becoming

Robert Fett leading a class at LHS

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –
is committed to providing a challenging,
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.
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C I O F FR EDI & ASSO CIAT ES
Lessons of Resilience

W

hile Covid has presented unparalleled challenges for our community, it has also
given us an opportunity to reflect and grow. Looking back, here are some of the
lessons I have learned.
Give To Others: Helping others through my work is my life blood. During the
initial months when things shut down, I realized I was not participating directly in
helping others and I felt empty. Giving generously to others is critical to maintaining
balance, particularly when things feel difficult personally.
Have Courage, Be Decisive, Take Action: At the onset of Covid, we did not know
what would lie ahead. We could have been paralyzed in action, but instead, made an early
decision to close our offices while executing a plan to create a safe environment for our
community. On a steadily increasing basis, our patients felt safe to return for the care they
needed and wanted. The only real bad decision is no decision. Have courage and act.
Continually Develop Self-Confidence: Feeling capable, without needing the
approval of others for self-worth, is the antidote to anxiety. For me, after a recent roll of
experiences didn’t go as expected, I found myself in a strange place feeling
uncomfortable and vulnerable. Fortunately, my family and friends were there to support
me. It’s not just sympathy or simply providing a helping hand. It is helping people to
stand on their own two feet, believing in themselves for who they want to be.
“It’s better to give than to receive.” This old cliché never made so much sense to
me as it does now. My learning continues.
~ Billy Cioffredi, Founder, Physical Therapist, Health Coach

112 Etna Road, PO Box 727, Lebanon NH 03766
scheduling@cioffredi.com | 603-643-7788

Visit your new home today...
You’ll love what you see!
• Spacious 2 Bedroom 2 Bathroom Homes
• Heat included in monthly rent!
• Air conditioning
• In-home, full size washer/dryer
• Oversized Closets
• Convenient to I-89 & Route 120
• Walk to historic downtown Lebanon
• Heated garage
• Patio/grill area

21 Spencer Street
Lebanon, NH 03766
603-448-9605
EmersonPlaceApts.com
Professionally managed by DOLBEN.

donate. volunteer.
make an impact.
Your gift or service will ensure that our neighbors can
access important resources during these difficult times.
You can help create a community, despite this pandemic,
where people find hope and discover possibility.

uppervalleyhaven.org/donate

Recovering
fresh food from
markets and farms

Upper Valley Haven
713 Hartford Ave., White River Jct.  802-295-6500  UpperValleyHaven.org

Distributing
that food to community
pantries and kitchens

198 Church Street
Norwich, VT 05055

WillingHands.org
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Bio X Cell
is committed to
making the world
a better place by
supporting
organizations that
address mental
and
physical health,
environment,
arts and culture,
and provide
humanitarian
support including
disaster relief.
bxcell.com

LET’S MAKE MUSIC!
For all ages and experience levels

Suzuki Program
cello, viola & violin for ages 3+
Music Together©
family classes for birth - age 6
Individual Lessons
piano, voice, guitar, brass, winds & percussion
Ensembles
chorus, orchestra & chamber music
Group Classes
fiddle, guitar, singing, theory & more

Learn more at uvmusic.org
8 South Park Street • Lebanon, NH • info@uvmusic.org • 603.448.1642

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING LOCAL ARTS
IN THE UPPER VALLEY!

December 8January 2

The
The
Christmas
Christmas

Revels
Dramatized by Joseph Robinette
From the story by C.S. Lewis
Directed by Eric Love
Photo by Kata Sasvari

NorthernStage.org | White River Jct., VT | 802-296-7000

Festival
Colburn Park and
Lebanon opera house

December 17-19
revelsnorth.org

